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Campus buildings now run on natural gas, manure
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
Seattle Universitybecame 100percent carbon
neutral last quarterwith the installmentofa new
heating system that has eliminated the university’s
carbon footprint.
The Central Boiler Plant Upgrade project






Grunts and groans are. be-
coming familiar noises from
students situated in front of
Seattle U’s computers — the
sounds of frustration that
many students face after sev-
eral failed attempts at logging
on to the MySU portal.
“If you look at the MySU
portal, it’s running on very old
servers. It’s creaky, it’s not reli-
able and it breaks more often
than it should,” said Charles
Porter, Seattle U’s chief infor-
mation officer.
Some students have ex-
plained the difficulties of us-
ing the current portal.
“The main complaint that
most people have is that it’s
hard to log in and you have
to log in multiple times, and
it’s kind of hard to navigate.
It’s not very organized,” said
freshman English major
Kelly Nee.
However, the MySU por-
tal is becoming outdated and
cannot keep up with the de-
mands of the university. The
many links that flood the
MySU portal are often old
and redundant.
“So we got to thinking that
instead of simply upgrading,
maybe we can just turn it off,”
Porter said. “But it turns out
that MySU portal gets about
a million hits a month.”
“The notion that we have
is that we will turn
off the MySU por-
tal as it is now and
instead serve up a Hdfe.-
Everyday Music moves across 10th Ave.
Matthew Gilbertson | The Spectator
The Diamond Garage opens its door to Everday Music, seen across the street, where they plan to move in March. Everyday’s current
localtion will be replaced by women's clothing and home retailer Totkaelo.
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Shoppers of Everyday Music will
stand in frontof thestore’s 1523 10th
Avenue address and not find what they’re
looking for.
Good news is, all theyhave to do
is turn around.
For the third time in two years,
steam to natural gas, which the universitybelieves
is a more efficient and environmentally friendly
fuel. The system heats more than 60 percent of
the Seatde U campus and saves about 823,650
gallons ofwater per year.
Natural gas, however, isnot without itscritics.
The New York Timesreported that the process of
extracting natural gas from shale releases inordi-
nate amounts of methane and the Environmental
Inside Arrupe Jesuit Residence
thespecter
■ since 1933
Everyday Music has changed build-
ing locations but still remains atop
the hill.
Owner Scott Kuzma said the
move was a necessary one.
“I’m just looking for a location
where I could reduce our
rent a little bit,” he said. H4HH
“Needless to say, some-
times the rent is
Protection Agency (EPA) suggested a potential
connection between the controversial “fracking”
process used to extract the gas
and detected pol-
lution ofwater supply ofadjacent towns.
Costs totaled approximately $1.4 million, but
the project is expected to garner a $138,000 an-
nual reduction in heating bills that will result in
a nine-year payback
Costs aside, the upgrade is projected to keep
Needless to say, sometimes the
rent is short and I have to do
what I have to do to cut costs.
972 metric tons ofcarbon dioxide emissions from
entering the atmosphere each year. This is the
equivalent of planting 442 acres of trees, taking
156 homes off the power grid or removing 310
cars from Washington roads.
The university is paying approxi-
mately 12 percent more for its gas
costs in order to neutralize emissions.
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Mayor McGinn discusses
arts education in Pigott
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn answers questions from the audience during a discussion panel
about arts education, creative learning and student success in Seattle Public Schools in the Pigott
Auditorium on Thursday Feb. 16. Seattle Public Schools Interim Superintendent Susan Enfield sat





■■■!!■ single sign on page
■Ml which would still
allow you to get to
emails, still allow you
to get to SUonline,” Porter said.
The new portal, which is
projected to be completed
by July, will still maintain its
original URL. The only dif-
ference will be that unneces-
It would be way
better and just more
convenient, especially
for new students.
sary content will be removed
for a cleaner appearance and
simpler navigation.
When Porter investigated
why the portal has a high usage
rate, he found that what makes
the MySU portal valuable is the
single sign on page that directs
faculty and students to their
email, SUonline and Angel.
Though most students do
not adore the current MySU
portal, a few do not find
it problematic.
“I like it. I’ve only been us-
ing it for a year,” said sopho-
more science major Sammy
Snaer. “It’s pretty easy. I
don’t
think it’s too complicated.”
Regardless of their thoughts
on the current portal, the stu-
dents welcome the new change.
“That sounds like it would
be way better and just more
convenient, especially for new
students because, coming in
to SU, it was really confusing.
[We’ll have to teach





...I feel like it would be way
more convenient. ... I think a
lot of people will appreciate it,”
Nee said.
“It might get easier and if
they get rid of a lot ofstuff the
servers might run faster,” Snaer
said. “Right now it’s kind of
lagging, especially this quar-
ter and last, it’s pretty slow. So
hopefully cleaning it out will
make it faster and efficient.”
Along with the change for
the MySU portal, Angel will be
Kelly Nee
Freshman
replaced by new software.
“Angel used to be an in-
dependent company but
Blackboard bought that com-
pany. ... In 2014, Blackboard
will no longer sell Angel, no
longer service or support it.
And between now and then,
they will make no investments
to improvements,” Porter said.
For years, the university has
used this software to support
classroom teaching, which pro-
vides a medium ofcommunica-
tion between both faculty and
students. On Angel, students
can view study notes, presen-
tations, quizzes and exams.
However, because Angel is
old and will become obsolete,
the university is finding soft-
ware that can keep up with
the ways in which students
and faculty in the 21st century
use technology.
“What I would like with
our new software is to interact
with students in whichever way
they choose to interact with the
university. Some students, not
very many, use email. Many
students would prefer to in-
teract through text messaging,





I’d like to be able to do that,”
Porter said,
The university is also keep-
ing in mind the move toward
offering hybrid and online
classes. These hybrid classes
will join two classes in differ-
ent locations that will be taught
by one professor who could or
could not be physically pres-
ent, but can teach in both areas
through technology.
“We have work going on
right now to choose that soft-
ware,” Porter said.
The transition from Angel to
the new software can be a little
more difficult to adjust to than
the MySU portal.
“We’re going to have to take
courses that faculty have built
in Angel and translate them
to the new environment so
there’s work that needs to be
done there,” Porter said. “So
what I’m thinking is faculty
education to teach them to use
the new teaching and learning
environment.”
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
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With a Master of Accounting (MAcc) degree from the Milgard School, the 5th year of
college you spend qualifying for the CPA exam will set you apart from the competition
and put your career on the fast track.
• Earn your MAcc in nine months
• Evening classes for working professionals
• Internships with companies and accounting firms
• Small class sizes taught by world-class UW faculty
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Five speakers whose titles
run the gamut from anthro-
pologist to rabbi discussed the
intersection of sexuality and
spirituality last Wednesday
night in Bannan.
Some hot button issues im-
merged as a result of the dis-
cussion, including homosexu-
ality in the Catholic Church,
sex before marriage, and the
I think it would
have been nice for
[Sundborg] to expand
on what he said
comments made by President
Stephen Sundborg, S.J., re-
cently in the Seattle Times
regarding gay marriage cer-
emonies and their incompat-
ibility with rules established
for Catholic chapels.
“To be honest, if the arch-
bishop said ‘I’m going to take
away Seattle U’s Catholic
identity,’ [Sundborg] would
not be left abandoned by his
Jesuit brothers. ... I would like
to see him claim his identity
as someone who is a little pro-
tected,” said Rachel Doll, cam-
pus minister for faith forma-
tion, who was one of the five
speakers on the panel.
Clinical psychologist J.W.
Robertson, who specializes
in sexual orientation and
transgender issues, said he
recognized that Sundborg’s
statement was specifically in
regard to the chapel, which
has certain established tenets,
Church authorities
are scared... of
change, and I am
angry with them.
but he added that he wished
Sundborg had elaborated on
his statement.
“I think it would have been
nice for [Sundborg] to expand
on what he said and speak to
the other places of worship
on campus that same-sex cou-
ples might be able to utilize
in order to sort of affirm the
faculty/staff/student popula-
tion who identify as queer,”
said Robertson.
In that vein, Doll spoke
about her own experiences






of the LGBTQ and Catholic
communities, and the role of
homosexuality in the Catholic
Church in general.
She told the audience she
did not urge any LGBTQ
Catholics to stay in the
Church if it felt like an abu-
sive relationship, and even
she is on the edge many
days herself about many of
those issues.
“Church authorities are
scared. So, so, so scared of
change, and I am angry with
them. I am enraged,” said
Doll, who added that while
she did not ask LGBTQ
Catholics to continue their
relationships with the Church,
she urged them to share their
spirituality and embrace
how it is reflected in their
sexual identities.
“This Church does not need
any more fear. We need more
love and we need more hon-
esty,” she said.
Rabbi Aaron Meyer, anoth-
er one of the panelists, spoke
about the historical context of
the intersection of sexuality
and spirituality, citing the sto-
ry of Adam and Eve. He added
that today, people associate
sexual activity as something





part, because of the Bible’s fre-
quent uses of the phrase “thou
shalt not.”
Meyer argued that people’s
relationship with marriage
is changing and that change
needs to be recognized.
“Teaching our kids to be
abstinent might have worked
when the first time they had
sexual urges, we married them
off. Now that the onset of pu-
berty is happening 20 years
before people are getting mar-
ried, I think we need to revisit
that,” said Meyer.
He added that the age
at which people are getting
married is steadily increas-
ing as people stave off mat-
rimony in exchange for the
pursuit of careers, school and
other ventures.
Philosophy professor Jason
Wirth and anthropology, so-
ciology and women’s stud-
ies professor Jodi O’Brien
also contributed perspec-
tives from their disciplines to
the discussion.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
President Barack Obama greets Governor Chris Gregoire, left middle, Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn,
far left, white hair, and other city officialsas he exits Air Force One at Boeing's Paine Field in Everett
on Friday, Feb. 17. After landing, Obama toured the Boeing facilities and discussed foreign trade,
manufacturing and the economy. Obama also held two fundraisers on the Eastside, with tickets
starting at $17900 for a private luncheon at the home of Costco executive JeffBrotman, and $1,000
for a larger reception at the Bellevue Westin. The Seattle area is part of the President's three-day





On Feb. 14, Seattle
University's Habitat for
Humanity club hosted an
event with the help of Campus
Ministry to focus on the issue
of housing justice within Seattle
and how it affects the area sur-
rounding Seattle U.
Senior and president of
Habitat for Humanity club
Aimee Corn said that while she
personally does not have much
of a perspective of what hous-
ing has been like in Seattle, she
knows a few alums of Seattle U
who have had trouble finding
secure work.
“[I think that] finding a job
will come first [before finding
My parents have
offered that... I can
move back home,
so I’m not worried
housing],” she said.
Corn believes that many
graduates are simply not wor-
ried about home ownership
because of the various other
options available.
“Apartments are more read-
ily available than houses now,"
she said. "My parents have of-
fered that, if there aren't any
other options, I can move back
home, so I'm not worried.”
While recent graduates like
Corn aren’t interested in home
Aimee Com
Habitat for Humanity Club
ownership at the moment, the
topic is a salient issue in the
post-mortgage crisis economy.
At the Habitat for Humanity
sponsored event on Tuesday,
various representatives from or-
Banks were pushing
people to own houses
they shouldn’t have
ganizations in the area spoke on
housing justice within Seattle.
Brian Sullivan of the Seattle
Housing Authority said the re-
cession has left lasting effects
on the housing market that in-
dividuals still face today.
"[Four years ago], banks
were pushing people to own
houses they shouldn't have,"
said Sullivan. "We want to
make sure that there is stability
in housing. If there is stability
in the home, there is stability
in life."
Paul Chiocco, vice president
of real estate development for
Mercy Housing Northwest,
said his focus was develop-
ing good and safe housing
for families.
“One of the things that has
changed over the past four
years with economic disrup-
tion is that people are finding
it harder and harder to buy, as
well as the reality of rents going
up,” he said. “We work really
hard to supply as much as we
can, but the gap between supply
and demand is still very large.”
The neighborhoods around






shift in housing trends as well.
With Seattle U students house
hunting in the Central District,
some are worried gentrification
will push out long-time resi-
dents. Development projects
by Seattle U and outside devel-
opers in the area have caused
similar concerns.
Pat Grimm of Windermere
Real Estate, however, said
that he believed that Seattle
U made significant contribu-
tions in the form of business in
Capitol Hill.
“[I myself] was a student
at Seattle U 30 years ago, and
Capitol Hill has definitely had
substantial development since
my graduation,” he said. “All of
the shops [along 12th Avenue]
used to be auto body shops. SU
has definitely helped to partici-
pate in those changes.”
Although the introduction
Seattle U has gentrified
the area but added to
the economy as well
of new businesses into Capitol
Hill can create promise for
new jobs and opportunities,
Chiocco said that until there
is massive change within the
economy, the housing market
will still be a risky area for first
time home buyers.
“It really is a small drop in
the bucket for every time some-
one graduates from college and
goes out into the world,” he
said. “Not everyone is going to
able to live downtown.”
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
Lindsey Wasson j TheSpectator
3su-spectator.com/news
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Campus prides itself on total carbon neutrality
Kavik Frol of Seattle U Facilities works on a boiler in the heating room of the Loyola building on Thursday, Feb. 16. Seattle U's recent switch from steam-powered to natural
gas-powered heating aims to be both more ecologically responsible and economical.
newheating loop decreased Seattle Us
■■ill carbon emissions by 18 percent. The
J other 82 percent of greenhouse gas
emissions are generated by air travel
and commuting. SeatdeU isoffsetting these emis-
sions byinvesting in the “Poop to Power Project.”
Seattle U began investing in George DeRuyter
and Sons Dairy, a local dairy farm that utilizes a
biodigester to create energy from cow manure,
For every pound [of
emissions] we put out, we’re
investing in someone who is
trying to take a pound away.
in May 2011. If left alone to decompose, the
manure would emit methane, which is a potent
greenhouse gas. Instead, George DeRuyter and
Sons uses a biodigester to convert waste products
into usable energy for the electric grid. The form
produces up to 1.2 megawatts of electricity us-
ing cow manure, enough to power roughly 700
homes annually.
Investment in the “Poop to Power Project”
essentially means that Seattle U is offsetting its
own environmental impactby funding renewable
energy technologies that are working to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, like George DeRuyter
and Sons’ biodigester.
Cows are viewed by manyscientific organiza-
tions as large contributors to climate change and
levels of greenhouse gas emissions. Though, it is
worth noting that most ofthe methane cows emit
actuallycomes from flatulence they produce, not





“For every pound [of emissions] we put out,
were investing in someone who is trying to take
a pound away,” said David Brugman, assistant
director of utilities and sustainability.
This same thinkingapplies to Seattle Us elec-
trical functions as well. According to Campus
Sustainability Manager Karen Price, about 90
percent of Seattle City Lights’ electrical mix is
generated by hydropower, a source that has no
carbon footprint. Eight percent of the electrical
mix is generated through sources like biomass
and wind, while the remainder comes from a
coal power plant. Seattle U also offsets this two
percent by participating in Seattle City Lights’
Carbon Balance Program, which facilitates the
university’sinvestments in companies like George
DeRuyter and Sons.
Outside of large projects and carbon offsets,
Seattle U also tries to limit its environmental im-
pact on a daily basis by reviewing the functions
ofcampus buildings. Over time, a building can
get “sloppy” and use more energy than necessary.
Facilities combats this through “retrocommis-
sioning,” a process in which experts examine the
buildings’ mechanical systemsthree to four times a
year to make sure they’re functioningas designed.
“It’s like tuning up a car.... Ifa building isn’t
tuned right, there are certain things we’ll never
be able to optimize unless someone looks at the
building with a fresh eye,” Brugman said.
Seattle U also houses a large control shop that
The Princeton Review named
Seattle U one of the greenest
universities in the nation.
Brugman compared to the all-seeing “Wizard of
Oz.” From the shop, the facilitiesstaffcan monitor
almost every room on campus and adjust their
energy use when necessary. The technology can
detea human presence ineach room and measure
the temperature ofboth the incoming and outgo-
ing air supply as well as the carbon dioxide levels.
Accordingto Assistant Direaor ofOperations
As new technologies
come out, we incorporate
them into our buildings
and Maintenance Cal Ihler, few schools monitor
and control their energy usage to such a sophis-
ticated extent.
said Ihler.
Upcoming plans for sustainability measures
include a heat recovery system in ConnollyCenter
that will refine the chlorinated air from the pool
and re-circulate it throughout the building. Ihler
also hopes to one day utilize geothermal heating.
“As new technologiescome out we incorporate
them into our buildings and trytounderstand the
cutting edge,” Ihler said.
Thisyear, Ihler received the 2012 Puget Sound
Better Bricks Awardfordoing justthat. Honoring
building professionals who are “redefining how
[to] view and use energy in commercial spaces,”
the Better Bricks Award recognized Ihler for his
leadership behind several projects, including the
Bannan Hall Laboratory HVAC improvements,
the preliminary Connolly Center Heat Recovery
Projea and a recendy installed heating loop.
Because of the efforts ofIhler and the rest of
the facilitiesstaff, Seattle U hassurpassed much of
the academic world in terms of sustainability. In
April 2011, the Princeton Review named Seatde
U one of the greenest universides in the nation.
“You can’t manage what you can’t measure,”
Cal Ihler
Operations and Maintenance
According to Seatde U’s facilities investment
consultant Sighdines, Seatde U’s energy peers,
including Seatde Pacific University, Lewis and
Clark College and Pacific Lutheran University,
consumed an average ofapproximately 95,000
BTUs ofenergy from 2004 to 2010. In compari-
son, Seatde U consumed an average of approxi-
mately65,000 BTUs, about 30 percent less, over
the same period of time.
“We always rank as having the lowest energy
usage ofallof our peers,” Price said.
According to the Sustainability and
Environmental Resources Office, Seatde U invest-
ed approximately $2,135,000 inenergy efficiency
improvement projects on campus between July
2010 and December 2011. Price, Brugman and
Ihler emphasized that the measure was well worth
the cost. All ofSeatde U’s sustainabilitymeasures
are expected to pay for themselves within a
few years.
Price believes that Seattle U’s willingness
to pay high prices for sustainability measures
is simply a reflection of the justice driven mis-
sion. She explained that one of Seatde U’s Jesuit
values is to “care for those less fortunate” and
Much of Seattle U’s carbon
neutrality is derived from the
purchase of carbon offsets
that this can be achieved through minimizing
environmental impaa.
“So many ofthe environmental issues... affea
those who are the poorest amongst us,” Pricesaid.
“At Seatde U,we [try to] livesimply so that others
can simply live.”
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
Loren Elliott The Spectator
su-spectator.com/news
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Education gap between wealthy and poor widens
Holly Martinez
Staff Writer
During the 1950s and 1960s, race was seen
as the largest factor in determining educational
success among youth. Today, much less vari-
ance is seen between youth of different races.
Instead, educational endeavors have been
linked more closely to family income.
Education has the potential to be anequal-
izer in society, an outlet in which all students
are presented with, opportunities to improve
their futures. As the achievement gap widens
between those from affluent families and those
from origins ofpoverty, the aspectofthe equal-
izer diminishes.
In the United States, students from
high-income families score up to 40 percent
higher on standardized tests than students
from low-income families. Similarly, stu-
dents from affluent families are 50 percent
more likely to finish college than those from
low-income households.
Some argue that the recent recession has
contributed greatly to this growing gap.
Income, inequality has become a major
focus in the 2012 presidential election, has
spawned the OccupyWall Street protests, and
its severity was'made very clear in the 2010
Census, which suggested the presence of the
highest poverty rates in 35 years.
Threats to cut more funding from high-
er education and to eliminate certain social
Historian compares Domestic Violence Week uses




would balk at the challenge of
effectively comparing the First
World War, a battle of military
superpowers, with the Vietnam
War, which came almost 50 years
later, but Michael Adas has taken
on just such a challenge.
The Rutgers University his-
tory professor spoke on behalf of
the Eighth Annual Albert Mann







listened to and engaged with
Adas’ discussion, which compared
the experiences of the British sol-
diers ofWorld War I with the ex-
periences of the American soldiers
who participated in the military
intervention in Vietnam.
Adas’ talk stemmed, to some
extent, from his three-part book,
“America, the Vietnam Wa'r, and
the World,” in which he argues
both wars were the result of
choice rather thain necessity.
Instead of traditionally ap-
proaching the wars via the mili-
tary and political leaders, Adas
examines the soldiers.
“I look at the wars from the
bottom up,” said Adas, who has
compiled interviews, memoirs,
recordings and literature for his
research, in addition to reading
hundreds of the soldiers’ accounts.
After his presentation, many
hands shot up for the question
and answer period, which inevi-
tably caused some ofAdas’ opin-
ions about today’s wartime issues
to surface.
“The tragedy of [World War
I and the Vietnam War] is they
were absolutely useless — and the
same is true of the Iraq War,” he
said.
After the lecture, many au-
dience members lingered for a
chance to speak with Adas one-
on-one. Janet Novinger, who at-
tended the event with alumnaJen
Doak, had her*own interests for
coming.
“The Vietnam War was my
generation’s war, so I really want-
ed to come and hear about it all
these years later. ... [The lecture]
was really fabulous,” she said.
Professors Jaclyn Miller and
Carmen Gitre both worked with
Adas at Rutgers before teaching
at Seattle U.
The Albert Mann lecture,
which is a tribute to a history
professor who was at Seattle U for
35 years, aims to bring innovative
historians like Adas to Seattle U.
“I used to have an office next
to A1 [Mann] while I was working
on getting tenure. It was always
hard for me to get any work done,
because he always wanted to talk
...
but he had such a global inter-
est,” said program director Tom
Taylor, who also teaches in the
history department.
The lecture, according to
Taylor, strives to honor Mann’s
eclectic interests by engaging
global history.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
programs have worried some students and par-
ents across the nation. The social programs and
government aid that many ofthe poor rely on
are proving unstable.
Recently, over 100 students addressed the
University ofWashington’s Board of Regents
urging them not to increase tuition.
Many students at the University of
Washington acknowledge that due to budget
cuts at the state level, the university has little
choice but to raise tuition. However, student
research teams confronted the board with the
fact that upwards of 150 non-faculty employ-
ees ofthe university earn more than $165,000
a year.
At Seattle University roughly 83 percent of
students receive scholarships or grants.
Yearly tuition at Seattle U for the 2011-
2012 school year is approximately $32,400,
while the average amount ofscholarships dis-
tributed per student is $27,765.
Overall, Seattle U distributes about $96
million a year on student aid and scholar-
ships both in federal grants and private
scholarship offers.
“Some financial aid is purely need-based,”
said Seattle U’s Student Financial Services of-
fice. “Generous scholarships are also available
to recognize and support strong academic and
extracurricular achievement, regardless of fi-
nancial need.”
More specifically, for the 2011-2012
academic year, 2,792 of the 3,248 full-time
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Last week was the second
annual Domestic Violence
Awareness Week at Seattle
University. In spreading aware-
ness on survival and healing,
several speakers, including the
Thrivers Action Group, or TAG,
came to share their stories and
spread social awareness.
According to TAG member
It’s not written on
their forehead, but
they’ve been hurt
Trese Todd, domestic violence
victims are not always easy to
help. On average, victims will
return home to their abuser
seven times before seeking help.
“They’re not going to tell
you, it’s not written on their
forehead, but they’ve been
hurt,” said Todd.
The National Coalition
Against Domestic Violence re-
ported that one in every four
women are victims of domestic
violence in their lifetime.
The Seattle U Society of
Feminists (SoF) has been work-
ing to spread awareness of
that violence.
This is the society’s sec-
ond year hosting a Domestic
Violence Awareness Week and
they plan to continue to host




undergraduate students that applied for need-
based financial support were granted need-
based aid by the university.
Ofthose students, financial aid was distrib-
uted through three main types of help. Student
Financial Services categorizes these main out-
lets as “financial aid,” “need-based scholarships
or grant aid” and “need-based self-help aid.”
Some students receive multiple forms of
need-based aid, and according to documenta-
tion provided by the Student Financial Services
office, 264 students that qualified for such aid
had their needs “fully met.”
On average, once a student is determined
by the university to require need-based aid,
65.3 percent ofa student’s financial needs are
met through federal and privatized aid.
However, studies suggest that funding and
education reinforcement need to begin much
earlier than the college level. v
In the beginning ofWashington’s 2012
Legislative session, Washington’s Supreme
Court criticized the legislature’s continued
cuts to education, concluding that the state
was not fulfilling its constitutional obligation
to maintain the public education system.
The Obama Administration has since
granted 10 states apardon from the “No Child
Left Behind” policy.
As ofnow, at least 28 other states, including
Washington, have filed for a similar pardon.
However, early education trends are a key
factor in determining the lifetime success of
The TAG members are using
their personal stories of survival
in order to educate the commu-
nity about being advocates for
victims of domestic violence.
“This is what happens to
victims. ... They don’t want to
tell their friends and their fam-
ily what happens behind closed
doors,” said Nancy Slater, who
was in an abusive relationship
and it took being nearly choked
to death to make her leave.
“In a new marriage, I was ea-
ger to please,” she said. “I didn’t
want to admit that I had made
a mistake.”
Most victims of domes-
tic violence never report it to
the police.
Even once Slater left, she
didn’t report her abuser to the
police and he continued to stalk
her for months.
For many, the fear of being
found is comparable to the pain
of being at home.
“I. totally identify with vic-
tims who stay where they are,”
Slater said. “Because of the ter-
ror of the unknown.”
Another talk this week
looked into the roots ofviolence
and understanding it in a social
context.
DomesticViolence Awareness
Week allowed for students to
hear from survivors of this vio-
lence and become advocates
for victims.
“Storytelling is healing,”
Slater said after sharing her ex-
periences of domestic abuse.
“I didn’t deserve to be hurt.
No one does. I don’t care what
they did.”
Not only is story telling
helping these women, but it is
Slater isn’t alone
news
an individual. Children raised in low-income
communities are far less likelyto graduate and
are at “higher risk” ofbecoming repeat crimi-
nal offenders by young adulthood.
In a recent study, the New York Times
found that affluentfamilies are “spendingmore
time and money than ever” on their children.
Similarly, children being raised in high-income
areas were found to have had up to “1,300
more hours outside their home” than children
from low-income families.
The University ofWashington assembled a
panel offacultyto discuss the issues ofpoverty.
The discussion began with new statistics re-
garding children in povertyand the accusation
that public policy has done nothing but harm
and suppress the poor. Trade school programs
are significantly underfunded, the number of
single family households has risen, and even
grandparents are playing a lesser role in raising
their grandchildren as fewer are able to retire.
Marcia Meyers, a professor of social work
and public affairs contributed to the UW panel
discussion with the question: “Why just start
[educating] at age six, when the first five years
are the most important?”
The UW panel closed by suggesting gov-
ernment funding ofprograms that help the
poor in the long term, such as asset-building,
better job training, and universal childcare.
Holly may be reached at
hmartinez@su-spectator.com
the spectator
helping the communities with
whom they share.
“It is my belief that the work
these women are doing out in
the community is vital to the
growth and strength of the
domestic violence [awareness]
movement. Their presence is
so powerful, and their ability
to narrate their lives and tell
a story of a journey through
a life that most people can-
not imagine without first hand
knowledge is incredible,” said
Sarah Sorenson, the volunteer
Community support
is critical for domestic
violence victims,
coordinator at the Seattle Police
Department Victim Support
Team in the TAG pamphlet.
According to SoF co-resident
Wynn Barnard, this year the
club wanted to ask “Where does
violence come from?”
“Everyone has a funda-
mental right to be safe,” Todd
said. “Especially in his or her
own home.”
Barnard and the others in-
volved in SoF plan to continue
to bring programs to campus
that will reinforce the impor-
tance of healthy relationships,
particularly in a college setting.
Barnard wants students to think
about what the violence stems
from within a cultural context
and what we can do to stop it.




Occupy linked to anarchy in discussion of film
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
More than 400 years after Guy
Fawkes attempted to bomb the British
Parliament, his effigy still remains strong
in the form of a popular mask that has
come to represent anarchy and protest in a
turbulent world.
The smirking white faced mask with
red cheeks, 3 mustache upturned at
both ends and a vertical pointed beard
has been a symbol for anonymity in
many protests after the 2005 hit “V
for Vendetta” used the mask as a major
plot device.
Guy Fawkes masks have even made
appearances on Occupy protesters who
have worn them sporadically throughout
the course of the movement.
To look further into the compari-
son between “V for Vendetta” and
the Occupy movement, the Seattle
University Theology aiid Religious
Studies Department and Student Events
and Activities Council (SEAC) teamed
up to present “V for Vendetta: The Face
Behind the Mask.”
“V for Vendetta” is centered around
the character of Evey, played by Natalie
Portman, getting swept into plans to
blow up British Parliament with a mys-
terious man named V, who conceals his
identity with a Guy Fawkes mask.
Matthew Whitlock, an assistant
professor in the theology department,
spoke about the similarities between
the Occupy movement and the film
at the event on Feb. 15, where “V for
Vendetta” was shown in its entirety.
The main message Whitlock present-
ed was a movement, like the Occupy
or the anti-totalitarian movement de-
picted in “V for Vendetta,” cannot be
wholly defined.
“What’s key for a radical democracy
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is that everybody has a voice and no-
body is hijacking it by giving [the move-
ment] a slogan or mission statement,”
said Whitlock.
Whitlock addressed three main
points that he believes “V for Vendetta”
and the Occupy movement have in com-
mon: nonviolence, ungovernable art and
empowerment.
[Occupiers] are literally going
and teaching people poetry
in homeless shelters
Even though the scene is not in the
film, Whitlock pointed out that in
the graphic novel Evey puts on a Guy
Fawkes mask to show her commitment
towards nonviolence.
“In the graphic novel, [one] can see
the shift from the hate, violence and
destruction [of V] to a new creation [of
Evey], to a time when the commitment
is towards nonviolence,”Whitlock said.
Due to the violent nature V possesses,
some attendees did not see the parallel
“V for Vendetta” has to the nonviolent
Occupy movement.
‘“V for Vendetta’ highlights a para-
dox that is seen throughout modern-
ism, of violence being used to achieve
revolution,” said Joe Kirk, a sophomore
who attended the event. “What makes
Occupy very different is that [Occupy
protesters] reject that paradox and ac-
cept nonviolence unconditionally.”
Subversive art is portrayed in “V for
Vendetta” through V preserving banned
Mathew Whitlock
Theology Professor
artwork and literature in the shadow gal-
lery where he lives.
Similarly, the Occupy movement is
preserving art by having protestors dis-
cuss the topic and teach it to others, like
the Seattle U Occupy group does.
“ [Seattle U Occupy members] are lit-
erally going and teaching people poetry
in homeless shelters,” Whitlock said.
“They are embracing art that doesn’t
conform, just challenges.”
Whitlock explains that “V for
Vendetta” is about a select few individu-
als writing the narrative for the govern-
ment and making decisions for all the
people, but V empowers the people to
reclaim their government.
Likewise, the Occupy movement
works to empower the “99 percent” to
fight the economic and social injustice
that they perceive the “one percent”
has created.
“The [Occupy] movement is about
empowering people to stand up against
the one percent that are not only con-
trolling our economy but are also as-
suming they can write the narratives for
everyone,” Whitlock said.
V for Vendetta was
released in 2005 and
starred Natalie Portman.
The other advertised speaker for the
event. Sonora Jha, was unable to attend
the event due to an unforeseen emer-
gency. As chair of the Department of
Communications, Jha was going to
speak about the relations between “V
for Vendetta” and the media.
“I was hoping to see the professors
debate between each other, if [Jha]
had been able to come,” said Sarah
Mickelson, the film chair for SEAC.
“She would have talked about some
more media-related [aspects] that would
have tied in nicely.”
The latest Occupy protest in the
United States will be targeting corpo-
rate members at American Legislative
Beneath this mask there is
more than flesh. Beneath
this mask there is an idea,
and ideas are bulletproof.
Exchange Council (ALEC). Since
many members of ALEC are state
legislators, the concern arises about
corporations can buy off legisla-
tors to create bills that best suit their
company’s interests.
Occupy groups from about 60 cit-
ies will be protesting for this cause
on Feb. 29.
Mindful of the similarities and dif-
ferences between “V for Vendetta” and
the Occupy movement, the event high-
lighted the importance of people being
willing to come together to work toward
a cause they believe in.
V, following in Guy Fawkes foot-
steps, sums this idea up nicely by saying,
“Beneath this mask there is more than
flesh. Beneath this mask there is an idea
...
and ideas are bulletproof.”
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Students, Seattle University grounds workers and amateur
birdwatchers gather at the Union Green for the Great Backyard
Bird Count on Feb. 17. The event, which also took place last
year, was a collaboration between the Grounds Department,
the Cornell University Lab of Ornithology and the National
Audobon Society. It was hosted in hopes of cataloguing the
various species of bird that make their homes on Seattle U’s
campus. Birdwatchers and photographers can often be seen
skulking about the Union Green in search of that next great
sighting or photograph. Participants in the event chose a loca-
tion and sat for as little as 15 minutes or up to several hours
collectively tallying the species of birds and number of birds
that made their way through the Union Green in an effort
to provide a nationwide snapshot of bird populations. These
students set up camp on a small wooden pathway facing the
Union Green opposite the Administration building.
Survivor calls deadly Cascade avalanche a ‘horror story’
Phuong Le
Associated Press
SEATTLE (AP) — The expert ski-
ers wasted no time after an avalanche
hit and swept their friends down a
steep slope in Washington state. They
immediately turned on their emer-
gency beacons and began searching
for signs of life.
Powder Magazine senior editor
John Stifter, who witnessed the slide
thatkilled three of his skiingcompan-
ions Sunday, said one person survived
bybear-hugging a tree and holding on
as the snowbarreled over him. Another
skier who was caught in the slide was
saved when she deployed an air bag
designed to keep her afloat.
"It's an absolute horror story,"
Stifter said Monday.
The chances ofsurviving an ava-
lanche once it has you in its grips are
slim, experts say.
"The snow doesn't really care how
experienced you are. It's not keeping
track of experience level," said Mark
Moore, an avalanche meteorologist
anddirectorof theNorthwestWeather
and Avalanche Center, which warned
ofextreme avalanche dangerTuesday.
"Once you're in an avalanche, it has
you at its mercy."
Stifter identified the victims as
Jim Jack, a well-known head judge
February 22, 2012
for the Freeskiing World Tour;
Stevens Pass marketing director Chris
Rudolph; and Johnny Brenan, a
Leavenworth contractor.
The Freeskiing World Tour and
Utah's Snowbird Ski and Summer
Resort had scheduled a gathering at
the resort Monday afternoon to re-
member Jack, whom Stifter described
as generous, smart and influential in
the ski industry.
The skierswere equipped with safe-
ty devices and kept track ofeach other
as theystrayed beyond the boundaries
of the popular Stevens Pass Ski resort,
about 90 milesnortheast ofSeattle. But
the precautions still didn't save some
from getting trapped, highlighting the
risks of backcountry activity during a
seasonofheightenedavalanche dangers
in the West.
Sunday's avalanche was relatively
large, Moore said. The Northwest
Weather and Avalanche Center rate
Sunday's avalanche danger as consid-
erable to high. Heavy snow had fallen
in the Cascades on Saturday with wide-
spread avalanches and strong winds, all
red flags, Moore said.
"Most of our avalanches here are
storm-related, so we get most of our
avalanche activity during or immedi-
ately after a storm," Moore said. "It's
verysad tohave accidents like this hap-
pen. No matter how good the snow
is, youstill have to be objective about
risk," he added.
Statistics show that 93 percent of
avalanche victims can be recovered
alive ifdugout within 15 minutes, but
survival rates drop quicklyas time pass-
es, according to the Utah Avalanche
Center. After 45 minutes, only 20 to
30 percent of victims are alive. After
two hours, few survive. People die
because their carbon dioxide builds
up in the snow around their mouth
and they quickly die from carbon
dioxidepoisoning.
The Tunnel Creekcanyon —where
a snowboarder died in an avalanche
last year — is outside the boundaries
ofStevens Pass ski resort, but the area
can be accessed by takingoneof the re-
sort’s lifts to the top and hiking ashort
distance. The area is not controlled
for avalanches.
Stifter said he and Jackskied in the
resort until about 11:15 a.m. Sunday
when they met up with Rudolph.
Stifterwas in Washington state on an
assignment, but this "was just a fun run
with friends."
He said he read the avalanche re-
port that morning andknew avalanche
dangers were considerable. He and
others talked about it and determined
they could ski it safely, he said. Jack
and Rudolph had both skied the area
coundess times, he said.
Matthew Gilbertson | The Spectator
Three of the 15 in the initial group
peeled offand went a different way.
Twelve others headed down, pairing
up and skiing one by one, leapfrog-
ging each other.
Each carriedshovels andavalanche
probes and wore avalanche beacons, a
standard rescue device that allows res-
cuers to locate the signal of a victim
ifburied.
Stifter watched as Jack made three
turns, and then he saw a pocket of
snow pop out. "Holy smokes! This is
huge," Stifter recalled, when they real-
ized how huge the avalanche was.
"We immediately pulled out our
transceivers, designated a leader and
spaced out 30 feet, zig-zagging all the
way down," hoping to pick up their
friends' signals, Stifter said.
Eventually, they picked up on the
firstsignal and began diggingfuriously.
TheyfoundRudolph face down. Stifter
performed CPR for about 30 minutes
to no avail. Another group worked on
digging out Brenan and Jack.
Professional skier Elyse Saugstad
told NBC's "Today" show she's con-
vinced the air bag she deployed im-
mediately — which she carried in a
backpack and deployed with a lever
by her chest— saved her life.
"It's lifting you kind of up above
theavalanche," Saugstad saidMonday.
"It's not like you're taking an inner
A female Song Sparrow sings in the Union Green on Feb.
17. The Song Sparrow is, according to the National Audo-
bon Society, a wintering bird that populates most of the
United States. The AudobonSocietywarns that house cats
can be a threat to those Song Sparrows who choose to
nest in urban or suburban locales. To attract a Song Spar-
row, the society suggests scattering seeds on the ground,
planting berry bushes, installing a bird bath orconstructing
a pile of brush in which the bird might hide. The society also
suggests keeping pet cats inside the home and facilitating
the removal of feral cats from the neighborhood should
one be concerned about the safety of the Song Sparrow
population. This particular Song Sparrow was among the
many birds spotted at the Great Backyard Bird Count on
Feb. 17. A large list of common birds, like the Song Spar-
row, helped students and amateur bird watchers tally the
species and number of birds as part of a national effort to
estimate bird populations.
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mbe ride down some snowy field.... It
feels likeyou're in awashing machine."
Only Saugstad had an air bag,
Stiftersaid. Airbags range from about
$600 to $ 1,000.They have been wide-
ly used in Europewith reports ofhigh
survival rates, but they have become
popular in the U.S. only recently.
An avalanche beacon, shovel and
probe are among the mandatory res-
cue items for those heading into the
backcountry, but experts say it's best
to avoid avalanches entirely.
"The truth is, if you have to use
your beacon, it means you've made
a big mistake," said Benj Wadsworth,
executive director of the Friends of the
Northwest Weather and Avalanche
Center, a nonprofit that works with
the center to promote avalanche edu-
cation and safety. "The focus ofava-
lanche education is to keep you out of
avalanches in the first place.
Adds Moore: "There are all of these
technological things that will help us,
but they're not a talisman that you
can wave at the snowpack. You can't
wave your beacon or your air bag at
the snowpack. It's not going to make
you safe. It's going to help you when
get in trouble."
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
MatthewGilbertson | The Spectator
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Treasure to be transferred to Spanish government
Mitch Stacy
Associated Press
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —The transfer of 17 tons of shipwreck treasure wrested away
from deep-sea explorers to the Spanish government will be made later this week from
a U.S. Air Force base in Florida, officials confirmed Tuesday night.
MacDill Air Force Base .said in a statement that it is cooperating with Spanish
government officials in the transfer of the 594,000 silver coins and other artifacts
that were brought to the surface off the Portuguese coast and flown back to Tampa
by Odyssey Marine Exploration in May 2007.
"The U.S. Air Force has an excellent relationship with the Spanish Air Force and
we are working closely with them to ensure a safe and secure mission," said the brief
statement, which added that Spain is sending two C-130 transport planes to haul
the cargo.
The statement provided a glimpse into the handling of the secrecy-shrouded trans-
fer of the treasure, which at the time of its recovery from the ocean was estimated to
be worth around $500 million to collectors. Experts have speculated it could be the
richest shipwreck treasure in history.
The treasure is believed to be from the Nuestra Senora de las Mercedes, a galleon
that was sunk in 1804 by British warships in the Atlantic Ocean while sailing back
from South America. More than 200 people were aboard the ship when it sunk.
Citing security concerns, no one has spoken on the timing ofmoving the coins, but
James Goold, a Washington attorney who represented the Spanish government told
a federal judge last week the items would be trucked out of the secure facility where
they've been stored and on their way to Spain by Friday.
Experts were inspecting and inventorying the coins and artifacts and were on track
to meet the timeline he cited in court, Goold said Tuesday.
"We're on schedule," he said.
The exact storage location also hasn't been disclosed, but handling and conserva-
tion of the coins was performed by Sarasota, Fla.-based Numismatic Guaranty Corp.
Odyssey officials agreed in court last week to give the Spanish government access
and said the company would not oppose the efforts.
The company spent $2.6 million salvaging, transporting, storing and conserving
the treasure, according to earnings statements. But it is not expected to receive any
publicsafety reports
Accident
Friday Feb. 17, 7:40 a.m.
A non-injuryaccident occured in the Broadway Garage; minor
damage, owners exchanged information.
Theft
Friday Feb. 17, 9:50 a.m
Staff reported a non-affiliate maletook an item from a kitchen
and cleared campus.
Theft
Friday Feb. if, 1:05 p.m
Staff reported an employee ORCA Card stolen from purse; ac-
count canceled, replacement card process completed.
Medical Assist
Friday, Feb. 17, 10:15 a.m
Astudent had a seizure during class in Pigott; refused medical
assistance, cleared campus on own.
Alleged Conduct Violation
Friday, Feb. 17,12:40 p.m.
Student misrepresented himself as a non-affiliate to university
official near the Murphy Garage.
Medical Assist
Friday, Feb. 17, 5:45 p.m.
A student sprained their ankle playing basketball in Connolly
Center; declined medical assistance.
Suspicious Person
Friday Feb. 17,9:10p.m.




Friday Feb. 17,11 p.m,
DPS contacted a non-affiliate male loitering in the restroom ofSt.
Ignatius Chapelfthe person was recognized asapast trespass
concern and warned from property.
Malicious Mischief
Saturday February 18,12:45 am,
DPS located grafitti on signage near Murphy Access Road;
facilities contacted.
Medical Assist
Saturday, Feb. 18, 6:05 a.m
A student in Campion complained of illness and requested an
escort to the hospital; DPS escorted to hospital for further care,
HRL notified.
Safety AssistElevator
Sat/Sun, Feb. 18 - 19
Pigott elevator not operating for two days; elevator service com-
pany contacted.
Narcotics
Sunday, Feb. 19, 1:05 a.m
DPS/PIRL contacted resident in Campion for burning odor; oc-
cupants documented for marijuana and alcohol.
Medical Assist
Sunday, Feb.. 19, 1:45 a.m
DPS/HRL contacted an intoxicated male, who provided state
driver’s license with false date of birth; forwarded to Conduct.
Theft
Sunday, Feb. 19, 3:15 p.m
A student reported a cell phone taken by a non-affiliate; SPD
recovered the phone and returned it to the student.
compensation from-the Spanish government for recovering the treasure because the
European nation has maintained that the company should not have tried to do so in
the first place. Goold has likened the salvage of shipwrecks for profit to plundering
for souvenirs the wreck of the USS Arizona in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii.
Odyssey, which uses remote-controlled vehicles to explore the depths and bring the
tiniest of items to the surface, argued that as the finder it was entitled to all or most of
the treasure. The Spanish government filed a claim in U.S. District Court soon after
the coins were flown back to Tampa, saying it never relinquished ownership of the
ship or its contents. A federal district court first ruled in 2009 that the U.S. courts
The U.S. Air Force has an excellent relationship with
the Spanish Air Force and we are working closely
with them to ensure a safe and secure mission
didn't have jurisdiction, and ordered the treasure returned.
Odyssey argued that the wreck was never positively identified as the Mercedes. And
if it was that vessel, then the ship was on a commercial trade trip — not a sovereign
mission —at the time it sank, meaning Spain would have no firm claim to the cargo.
International treaties generally hold that warships sunk in battle are protected from
treasure seekers.
The company blamed politics for the courts' decisions since the U.S. government
publicly backed Spain's efforts to get the treasure returned. In several projects since
then, Odyssey has worked with the British government on efforts to salvage that na-
tion's sunken ships, with agreements to share what it recovers.
The editor may be reached at news@su-spectator.com
Medical Assist
Sunday, Feb. 19, 9:20 a.m
Conference staff requested band aids for a guest who tripped
and scraped her knee; declined further assistance.
Safety Assist
Sunday, Feb. 19, 8:30 p.m
Astudent stuck in Campion elevator; elevator service contractor
contacted to help extract student.
Alcohol Violation
Monday, Feb. 20, 12:30 a.m
DPS/FIRL contacted Campion resident for noise; occupants
documented for alcohol.
Malicious Mischief
Monday, Feb. 20, 12:30 a.m
DPS located damage to the metal walk-through gate on 12th
Avenue; Facilities contacted.
Safety/Medical Assist
Monday, Feb. 20, 1:10 a.m
SPD found an intoxicated female wondering streets with no
shoes wearing her clothing inside out; SPD interviewed the
student and contacted DPS; DPS/HRL assisted student to
residence.
Assault, Threat Report
Monday, Feb. 20, 1:35 a.m
Intoxicated students reported an altercation on 11th & E. Union
St. with several males in apassing vehicle; one student reported
a male occupant brandished a weapon. SPD contacted sus-
pects, no weapon orother evidence found.





Do you think ESPN’s
controversial headline
regarding Asian-American
Jeremy Lin was a racial
attack or merely a faux pas?
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8. Moon of Jupiter
12. Lasso
14. Beethoven’s birthplace
15. Billy had a hit song with
“White Wedding”
16. Circumference
17. Hawaiian outdoor feast
18. kleine Nachtmusik
19. Devilment
21. Electrician on a movie set
23. Liturgical vestment
24. Cpl.'s superior
25. Are we there .?
26. Not susceptible
30. Bothered
32. Article of food
33. Civil rights leader
37. Among
38. Mimicry





“I think it was a mistake ... but
it is racist.”
. 42. Codename
43. Give guns again
44. It spreads aromatic smoke
45. Sighs of relief
48. Apr. addressee




58. Capital of Shaanxi province,
China
60. Cringe
“It seems awfully convenient to have been a





“I think it may be slightly racial
since the word is a derogatory




63. Milo of “the Verdict
64. Formerly, formerly
65. Enzyme ending















20. Land in la mer
difficulty websudoku.com




“I think it depends on the
context of the article and if it
had any indication that [his
loss] had to do with his race.”
Interviews and photos by Kateri Town
22. all-time high
24. Severe























INSIDE ARRUPE: Within the
walls of the Jesuits’ abode
The Jesuits are an ever-present though often unseen force at Seattle University. The Spectator lifts the veil over the lives of the fathers
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
How it all begins:
A member of the Jesuits since .1983, Fr.
Natch Ohno, S.J., joined the order relatively
late in his life.
“It was a deep seated desire to make a differ-
ence in the world, and see what I was suited to
do,” said Ohno.
Each Jesuit is commissioned by hisprovincial
to a different assignment, which is how Ohno
and many ofthe other Jesuits are sent to Seatde
“Some Jesuits could defer this for further
studies, but it all depends on the individual,”
Ohno said.
Fr. Eric Watson, S.J., became a Jesuit in 2000
and came to Seattle U permanendy in 2009 after
being ordained.
“While getting my Ph.D. in chemistry at
Brown University, I finallygot around to trying
religious life,” he said.
Watson felt he had a nagging call to look at
the priesthood, so he began to read about reli-
gion and becoming active in his faith.
“The feeling that there was something more
meaningful never went away,” he said. “The
more I studied, the more it seemed right.”
Newer additions to Arrupe
Seattle U has three newer additions to the
Arrupe house that are not yet ordained priests:
Brothers Matthew Pyre, Jason Welle and
Fernando Alvarez Lara.
Pyre, who was assigned to Seattle U in
August, said that he had the choice of either
Gonzaga University or Seatde U in the Oregon
Province ofJesuits.
“It was a good fit, so that’s why I came here,”
said Pyre. “It’s probably one of the best com-
munities ofJesuits I’ve lived in.”
Jason Welle joined the Jesuits in 2006 and
also came to Seatde U in August.
“I certainly had the input, but the final de-
cision is the provincial superior’s [head of the
Jesuit order for the Oregon Province] based on
the advice of the formation director.”
“The biggest change [for me] has been having
Left: Fr. Natch Ohno, S.J.,sits in the parlor at the Arrupe Jesuit Residence on Saturday, Feb. 18. Ohno is the assistant to Jacob Diaz in Student Development, chaplain for the women's basketball team and has been a Jesuit since 1983. Center Left: The exterior of the Arrupe Jesuit Residence, the home of Seattle University's Jesuit fathers and brothers,
including President Stephen Sundborg, S.J. Some of Seattle U’s students are either unaware of where Arrupe is located or what the building is used for. It sits across from the Murphy Apartments and Campion near East Cherry Street. Center Right: A bronze bust of St. Ignatius of Loyola, crafted by sculptor Robert Pospisil, S.J., is displayed in the lobby
of the Arrupe Jesuit Residence. St. Ignatius, for whom Seattle U’s chapel is named, was a Spaniard who founded the Society of Jesus in 1534. Right: Another perspective of the chapel in Arrupe. Here, Seattle U’s Jesuit fathers and brothers unite in worship. The Jesuitsare members of the Society of Jesus, a 16th century Catholic order of apostle-priests.
the spectator
a work schedule here,” Welle said.
Welle was engrossed in graduate studies be-
fore he came to Seattle U.
“Now, my evenings are a little more free,
but I sometimes have activities planned with
students.”
For Welle, Seattle U provided a much
different atmosphere than the one he expe-
rienced when he did his graduate studies at
Fordham University.
“What I appreciate here at Seatde University
is that since [we live in a-region with a low
Catholic population], it creates new opportu-
nities to fulfill our particularmission ofreaching
out and serving a population that isn’t Catholic
or religious in general,” he said.
Day-to-day life
Most of the Jesuits at Seatde U work as pro-
fessors, in different offices around campus, or
function solely as priests.
Fr. Pat Kelly, S.J., who has been at Seatde U
for six years,
teaches classes three days a week.
Kelly also writes about his studies regarding the
history ofsport.
Originally from the Detroit Province of
Jesuits, Kelly explains that these are only a few
examples ofhow his work extends to outside of
Seatde U. “It’s kind ofblossoming and seems to
help people,” he said. “But I’d say I spend most
ofmy time on class preparation — reading pa-
pers, grading exams — but I also have meetings
with many ofmy departments.”
The administrative assistant for the Arrupe
House, Margaret Moore, is an alumna of
The Jesuits enjoy everything
from Downton Abbey to lemon
meringue pie to basketball
Seattle U, along with many members of
her family.
“[Here at Arrupe], my job extends to the
household,” said Moore.
Moore recalls once when one of the fathers
forgot to take out his pen from a shirt before
starting the wash.
“Nobody knew what to do but I knew what
to do since I have a washing machine at home
and I have to take care of it,” Moore said.
Moore also sets up the schedules for the
masses, administers first aid and transports the
brothers if they need help gettingsomewhere.
“No two days are the same. You never know
what’s going to be going on,” she said.
Fun and games
Much like the rest of the Seatde U commu-
nity, the Jesuits like to relax and get away once
in a while.
“Some people gather to watch Downton
Abbey, but I just started, so I’m a season be-
hind,” Pyre said.
“Sometimes on the weekends, some of us
will go to the house on Beaver Lake, and cook
dinner and just relax,” hesaid. “It’s a good time
to relax and get off campus, because being here
[feels like] you’re on 24/7.”
While reminiscing on his experiences in
Arrupe, Watson recalled one of the most ter-
rifying (and now hilarious) experiences that had
occurred.
“We have a balcony at Arrupe, and I was
out there in the evening, but the door locked
behind me,” he said. “So, I was out there, two
floors up, without any real options to getdown,
so I had to jump off the balcony onto a nearby
tree. And I did it without breaking the tree or
any body parts.”
Arrupe cook Mary Odegaard, who has
worked in the Arrupe residence since 1997,also
has a fair share of humorous stories from behind
Arrupe’s walls. She remembered one birthday
that went terribly wrong.
.
“One year, one of the fathers liked lemon
meringue pie, and that’svery popular, so Imade
two of them,” she said.
Odegaard explained that for birthdays, the
house rector and another Jesuit will come in to
take the dessert out to the dining room.
“I told them to be careful since the pie plate
was on a tray, so it could slip off,” she said. “He
walked out the door, and they were all singing
‘Happy Birthday,’ and the pie literally flew off
the tray, barely missing another father’s head.”
Odegaard knew once the singing stopped
what had happened, but the Jesuits began to
sing again after a big lull.
“The men ended up teasing him every time
there was a birthday and jokingly told him not
to drop the desserts,” she said.
As a newer member to the house, Welle says
that many of the things the Jesuits do together
are similar to what other peopledo, likegoing to
I was out there, two floors
up ... so I had to jump off the
balcony onto a nearby tree.
basketball games or going out for drinks.
“I wouldn’t saywe do anything that surprises
anyone. We just do regular stuff,” Welle said.
Based on Kelly’s experience, he says that the
Jesuit community at Seatde U is one of the fin-
est groups ofmen, as well as Jesuits, that he has
lived with.
“This is agreatJesuit community; I think our
friendship is really grounded in our relationship
with God, so it’s important to talkwith one an-
other at that level.”
Future Jesuits
Pyre said.
Welle invited male students to come to check
out the house, noting that there is no commit-
ment for just exploring what the Jesuitsstand for.
“Guys should remember that we aren’t asking
[them] to commit, were just inviting them to
explore the idea,” he said.
On Feb. 25, male students who are inter-
ested in becoming or learning more about
the Jesuits are invited to come spend half
the day with the Jesuits at Arrupe from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. Contact Margaret Moore for
more information.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
“Make sure to get to know some Jesuits,”
Fr. Eric Watson
Stained glass windows representing different Jesuituniversities adorn the walls of the chapel in the Arrupe JesuitResidence, an on-campus residence for Seattle U’s Jesuitcommunity
members. The windows were originally located in the chapel of the Loyola building. They were relocated to Arrupe 15 to 20 years ago, where they can still be glimpsed through the trees.
Bianca Sewake
StaffWriter
It’s no secret that Seattle U is a Jesuit University, or that
students receive a Jesuit education, and that some things are
done in a Jesuit fashion. But what exactlydoes that wordJesuit
mean? WTio are the Jesuits?
“The mission of the Jesuits today is faith that does justice
and that engages and welcomes diversity and welcomes different
cultures.... No matter who we encounter, we try to understand
their own culture and explore whatever is good in that person,”
said Fr. Patrick Howell, S.J.
Worldwide, there are about 19,000 Jesuits. They can be
found in almost every country, including Russia, India,
Vietnam, Japan, Romania, Hungary and France. There are
2,800 in the United States, 220 in the Northwest and 30 in
the Seattle area.
“There are 26 here on campus and ofthose, 17 are involved
directlywith the university,” Howell said. Those 17 either hold
a staff, faculty or administrative position, and although they
do receive a salary, the money is shared.
“[Our salary] goes to the university, not the individual. ...
Probably at least halfof that money goes to train younger Jesuits
and pay for their studies and then another big chunk goes to
elder care and hospital care for the elder Jesuits and then we
support a few things like native ministry and the spirituality
center,” Howell said.
Those Jesuits not involved directly with the school are in-
volved with other activities like studying for higher degrees,
and one is retired.
There are 26 Jesuits on campus, 17 of
whom work directly for the school. Their
salary is shared, much of it donated
What makes the Jesuit Order unique from the other or-
ders of the Church is how it carries out its mission to spread
the gospel.
“We’re meant to be on the frontier in places that the Church
would not otherwise be like with the homeless, people who
would not have the gospel preached to them, the ill, to people
who have different sexual orientation,” Howell said. “You name
it, we’re supposed to be there and at the same time be united
with the center of the church.”
Because Jesuits go wherever they’re sent to help groups of
people, they are quite mobile. Though Jesuits are service ori-
ented, they go more in depth when lending a hand.
Jesuits started Seattle U itself, and built many of the build-
ings and designed many of the programs. Over time, the lay
people have taken over, which is what the Order hoped for.
“That’s kind of the idea. You get something going and then
support other people in the mission to do it,” Howell said.
Over the years,
there has consistentlybeen about 30 Jesuits
on campus, and although there are some young Jesuits, Howell
predicts that although this number will remain the same, the
number that’s involved directly with the university will prob-
ably stabilize to around 12 to 15 Jesuits. That is because there
are seven Jesuits over the age of70.
“Having fewer Jesuits highlights the needs for the lay people
to have a deeper understanding of the Jesuit spirituality, Jesuit
mission, Jesuit education,” Howell said. “So a lot of our work
now is providingprograms for facultyand staff to get on board
with the mission and offering them possibilities for retreats
for understanding the Jesuit education in a deeper sort of way
because they’re already the leaders.”
Bianca may be reached atbsewake@su-spectator.com
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sound ofhelicopters in the back-
ground, and a condom all indi-
cated that Seattle University’s
production of “Hamlet” had left
the Shakespearian era behind.
But aside from the props, which
indicated how far in time we had
traveled forward, the production
was fairly orthodox, a Kenneth
Branagh-worthy telling of what
may be Shakespeare’s most com-
plex work.
Robert Keene, however, man-
aged to keep things fresh, even
as he clearly relied on the great
body of work that’s been done
with Hamlet. He had clearly
done his homework. There’s a
lot of ambiguity in “Hamlet.” In
Hamlet’s speech to the players
(“suit the action to the word”),
we get the only clear advice
Shakespeare ever gave on how
The modernization
of the play gave me
the sense that I was
in a parallel universe
to act. Beyond that we are left
to make what we will of Hamlet.
Still, after all the produc-
tions that have been done of
“Hamlet,” some consensus has
been reached. Keene manages to
add something new, however, es-
pecially to the fishmonger scene.
The nearly acrobatic exuberance
with which Keene threw him-
self into the madness of Hamlet
was exciting. The madness of
Ophelia was equally compelling.
Kylie Spillman’s performance
as Gertrude was remarkable in
how mature it was. Meanwhile
Claudius, played by outsider and
bona-fide grown-up Ian Lindsey
was a little less slimy than one
would hope in a Claudius. But
Lindsey together with Spillman
formed an extremely patron-
izing, adult and parental pair,
just what one wants in Hamlet’s
out-of-touch mother and step-
father/uncle. Relative to those
two, Keene seemed youthful, as
he should. In fact, the youth-
fulness of Hamlet was central
to the production, as the pro-
duction program pointed out,
although in Shakespeare’s final
version of the play Hamlet was
supposed to be 30, in earlier
versions he was closer to 16.
This Hamlet was something of
a throwback to Shakespeare’s
initial Hamlet. What was re-
markable was that for a cast so
similar in age to each other, all
the actors did a fantastic job of
the spectator
portraying a group of people of
varying ages. Only professor Bill
Taylor who played Pelonius was
discernibly older than the other
cast members.
Which brings me to Pelonius.
Ah Pelonius. He is perhaps the
most endearing, foolish, ir-
ritating character in all of
Shakespeare. Taylor played off
the pedantry of Pelonius per-
fectly. He was entertainingly
enervating. One could not hope
for a better Pelonius.
the play was entirely gripping,
and I did not find myself or my
fellow theater-goers slipping
out of that world except very
seldomly. When we did it was
due mainly to just a few off-beat
lines and a little over-use of the
interrogative tone.
Part of what made the world
of the play so effortlessly en-
grossing was the simple set de-
sign and the subtlety with which
the modern props and costum-
ing added to the theater of it.
Modernizing Shakespeare, how-
ever successfully it was done in
“West Side Story,” is something
of a risky business. Using props
and costumes to make overt to
the modern eye what would
have been subtle (the condom
Ophelia pulls out of Laertes
pocket) can seriously backfire,
but in this case the costuming
and sets lent such a surreal, al-
most dystopic air to the entire
performance, that the condom
somehow came off successfully
and didn’t for a moment drag me
out of the play.
Indeed, perhaps the most
successful element of the entire
production was the dystopic ele-
ment. The modernization of the
play didn’t give me the sense that
I was suddenly in 20th century
Europe, but rather that I was in
a parallel universe altogether,
whose symbols I understood,
and whose people were very
much like the people of 20th
century Europe.
This parallel universe effect
freed the production from the
need to explain the modernity,
or play their lines in a way that
would make them sound more
vernacular. The Shakespearian
lines layered upon the surreal
minimalism of the set strength-
ened the production because,
really, “Hamlet” is a disjointed,
surreal and dystopic play.
On the whole, it was very
brave for such a small and un-
derappreciated department to
take on so gargantuan a play.
To have done it even moder-
ately well would have been an
accomplishment, but they did it
remarkably well.
Emma may be reached at
emcaleavy@su-spectator.com
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On the whole, the world of
A crazed Prince Hamlet, played by Robert Keene, talks to Polonius, Seattle University professor Bill
Taylor, during one of the lead’s many acrobatic, psychosis-driven freak outs.
Laertes, played by Joshua Holguin, fends off an attack by Prince Hamlet in their duel. The physicality
of the acting in the production kept the audience captivated.
Prince Hamlet is held by his friend Horatio, played by Dan Rector, as he dies from his infamous poi-
soned sword wound. The tragedy by Shakespeare follows the titular Prince Hamlet, who is plagued
by madness as he attempts to exact revenge on his uncle, King Claudius. Hamlet runs from Feb. 15
through 26 at the Lee Center.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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Creepy kids film their telekinetic powers in Seattle
Dallas Goschie
News Editor
You know that terrible feeling
you get when you have a cramp in
your calfand the pain remains no
matter how much you shake and
adjust the throbbing limb? That’s
how the movie “Chronicle” made
me feel — far too lingering and
far too familiar.
The plot is basically the same
as dozens ofother superhero mov-
ies that have been released over
the decades. Some people get
superpowers, some of them “use




I have no qualms with
revealing it to you
The back story is pretty ri-
diculous, and I have no qualms
with revealing it to you because
I don’t want to leave you even
slightly tempted to go see this,
awful movie. It basically starts
when two kids (Matt and Steve)
at a party at an abandoned ware-
house in the middle of a forest
randomly approach a third in-
dividual (the chronically angsty
Andrew) and excitedly explain
that they have something they
want to show him. After a long
trudge through the woods and
much whining on the part of
Andrew, they come across a per-
fectly circular hole. They jump in
like idiots and walk for an- im-
probable amount of time until
they reach a big glowing rock/
Why did EM cross the road? To get to the other side
JillSlllj short and I have to do
what I have to do to
cut costs.”
Kuzma put a stipu-
lation in their current lease that
said he could opt out after a cer-
tain time period and he decided
that now was that time.
I hate doing it but it is
necessary. We have to
do what we have to do,
According to him, the rent
across the street is more reasonable,
but the space is quite raw. The new
location is set to be in what used to
be a BMW service garage.
“Theaesthetics will not be the
same,” Kuzma said. “We won’t
have the beautiful floors and
walls
...
but it has some other
things going for it and we hope
that we can make that work.”
Regardless of where they




crystal thing that is humming. All
of a sudden, the hum gets high-
pitched and Steve’s nose starts to
bleed, then they pass out and the
camera stops working.
Side note: the movie is shot
from Andrew’s camera (he is
creepy and likes to videotape ev-
erything). For a while, I thought
that this whole found-footage
trend was neat, but the novelty
quickly wore off. I do think the
method has merit, but my prob-
lems arise from the fact that most
every single found-footage style
movie is obscenely proud of itself
for being a found-footage style
movie.
It seems likehumankind, espe-
cially the “artsy” among them, has
always had a problem with heed-
ing the ancient wisdom: “Pride
goeth before destruction, and a
haughty spirit before a fall.”
Anyway, when the kids start re-
cording again they’ve inexplicably
escaped from the magic cave and
have discovered that they possess
telekinesis. After we watch them
hurt each other for a while, they
decide to go mess with other peo-
ple too. They psychologically tor-
ment a young girl in a toy store.
Evidently, Andrew’s enthusiasm
at his newfound power quickly es-
calated; the next thing we know
he tries to murder a man who has
been tailgating the group as they
drive down a secluded road.
It goes on with things like this
for a while, Andrew clearly be-
coming more and more demented
— his rage derived from the fact
that he' lives in a home with a
cancerous mother on the brink of
death and an alcoholic, abusive,
unemployed father.
Eventually, Andrew gets really
mad and kills Steve with light-
ning after passionately delivering
a big portion of the challenge.
Moving an entire stock of music
is no easy task.
And Kuzma and his staff will
be doing all of it themselves.
- “I hate doing it but it is nec-
essary,” he said. “We have to do
what we have to do.”
Because the move is small,
Kuzma is confident that custom-
ers will remain consistent,
“I hope [the move] won’t
affect [the store] much at all,”
he said. “The same people who
shopped with us before will shop
with us in the future and hope-
fully with a little more space and
with being a single floor it may
actually help a little bit.”
Everyday Music is currently
nestled next to Elliott Bay Book
Co. and through their sales of
music and books, the two stores
complement each other nicely.
Because Everyday Music is mov-
ing 100 yards away and not 100
miles, the book company isn’t
worried that the relationship will
go away.
Employees are just pleased
Everyday Music is staying close.
“We’re glad they’ll be across
the street and it’s wonder-
ful that they’ll still be in the
a monologue about having
no friends
Now mad with power, Andrew
starts using his brain to rob
neighborhood thugs and conve-
nience stores to buy medication
for his mother, which quickly
escalates to widespread domestic
terrorism and general slaughter.
That other kid, Alex, fights with
him for what feels like about two
hours and then kills him.
Just in case you are still tempt-
ed to go see it, I must also warn
you that the dialogue is com-
pletely terrible. The characters
say things and ask questions that
The movie is shot from
Andrew’s camera (he
is creepy and likes to
videotape everything)
are phrased as though they out-
sourced the screenwriting to an
Eastern European country.
The only redeeming factor of
the movie is that is took place in
Seattle. I’m not sure where it was
filmed, but I will say that I felt a
bit ofpride when I saw the char-
acters flying over those familiar
fir forests and trying to kill each
other on top of the Space Needle.
So, there you have it.
Apparently this movie has been
getting pretty good reviews,
which leads me to conclude that
most movie critics must be af-
flicted with some sort of severe
mental condition.
Dallas may be reached at
dgoschie@su-spectator.com
neighborhood,” said Karen
Maeda Allman of Elliott Bay
Book Co.
The move will begin mid-
March and, provided things go
smoothly, .Kuzma hopes the store
With Everyday Music’s lease ending in March, the store will be moving out despite only moving in last
year. This music patron looks at an arrow which may or may not point to the store’s future location.
arts & entertainment
will be re-opened by the end of
March or beginning April.
So midway through next
month, don’t get discouraged
when the 1523 10th Avenue ad-
dress you thought was Everyday
BBHBBBHI
Music is vacant.
Colleen may be contacted at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
Illustration by Andre Wyatt |The Spectator
Instead, simply cross the street,
Matthew Gilbertson | The Spectator
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I can haz complete idiots guide to SU memes?
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
When homework-induced delirium set in on
the afternoon of Feb. 12, students’ Facebook
feeds were flooded by Seattle University’s
latest online craze: memes. First created
on Feb. 9, the Seattle U Memes page has
been steadily bombarded by an onslaught
of memes since the first posts began. With
937 likes so far, it seems that the page’s
novelty has yet to wear off. The meme page
has been a source of alternating hilarity/
agony as students either relate to the inherent
truths implicit in a well-crafted meme, or
sigh in quiet agony at a poorly put together,
incomprehensible combo of text and image.
For those who want to keep up with the
frenzy, here are some basic tips that every
memethusiast should keep in mind:
Photos courtesy of memebase.com
Design and memes by Andre Wyatt | The Spectator
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Y U NO MAKE MEMIS CORRECTLY
%
47 people like this.
Scumbag Schletta lol trollin'
HStephen Sundborg whats a fecebook?v Like 556
[ Write a.comment... ’■ .
arts & entertainment
K1M1B
1. Study your memes: Don’t be THAT guy
The number one rule ofmeme creation isknow your memes.You don’twant to be that guy
who uses a Scumbag Steve meme to make a comment better suited to Good GuyGreg. There’s
never an excuse for mistaking Socially Awkward Penguin for Socially Awesome Penguin, so
educate yourself before you post.
“When peopledon’t use the right meme for whatever they’re talking about, it can crash and
burn,” said sophomore Natalie Beaulieu.
Ifyou are meme-incompetent, stick to clear-cut memes like College Freshman. Betteryet,
research the character you want to use on memegenerator.com or another site before subject-
ing yourself to ridicule. Don’t let yourself be humiliated and think twice before you foolishly




2. No drama queens allowed
If you feel the need to cyber bully, it’s probably best to save it for your personal
Facebook profile. Someone using the alias John Schletta, however, seems to be doing
just the opposite.
“It’s a fake profile and he just calls out people he doesn’t like,” said sophomore Nick
Yasman, one ofthe first to post on the Seattle U Memes page.
So far, “Schletta” has called out a Public Safety officer, student band Kithkin, a former
student and Resident Director Nathan Panelo. Using a portrait of Panelo, “Schletta”
poked fun at Housing and Residence Life for charging Campion residents for damages
to the building. The Seattle U Memes admin later deleted the post.
In a comment prior to the deletion, Panelo criticized “Schletta” for attacking real Seattle
U community members and suggested that he schedule a meeting with HRL if he has
a problem with housing policies. Forty-three people liked the comment, but others felt
that Panelos response suggested poor sportsmanship.
“I don’t think he reacted in the right way. He should’ve just ignored it,” said sopho-
more Will Brown.
Although many Seattle U meme-makers are not amused by memes like Schletta’s,
they agree that people often overreact to memes that acknowledge touchy subjects. For
the unfortunate few who feel the brunt of meme drama, most memesters’ advice is to
simply turn the other cheek Sometimes it’s better to walk away from, or in this case log
out of, an uncomfortable situation than to stir the pot.
“The overall point is for [memes] to be funny, so getting offended by them shows that
you don’t have a good sense ofhumor,” Brown said.
4. Use the page as a bonding vehicle
Gone are the days when people dealt with their first-world problems in silence. The
Seattle U Memes page is a forum through whichwe can bond over mutual suffering and
mockery.
“[Memes are] a funny observation of things you see every day that sometimes you’d like
to maybe tell somebodybut there’s no point. Just the stupid things you observe everyday
or things you think about,” said sophomore Jacob Swanson, who has contributed many
well-received memes to the page.
Swanson also believes that memes can nourish a sense ofcommunity beyond the Web.
“[Memes] are a starting point for conversation. ... Laughter is the best thing to bring
people together,” Swanson said.
So, next time you see that cute girl or guy, ask them what their favorite meme is. If
that fails, let’s face it, it probably wouldn’t have worked out anyway.
February 22, 2012
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5. When engaging in meme-related dialogue, impress your friends with
meme history
The first LOLcat, an offshoot of the meme, appeared as early as the 1870s when
photographer Harry Pointer took 200 silly pictures of his cats and added captions. The
birthplace of the more traditional meme, however, is harder to pinpoint.
According to USA Today, memes stem from biologist Richard Dawkins who coined
the term “meme” in 1976. At the time, Dawkins used the term to refer to ideas that travel
from host to carrier in a way that mirrors genetics. Now, the term refers to ideas that travel
through various populations on the Internet.
Although it is believed that the meme trend began to gain momentum several years
ago through an English image board called 4chan, social media has experienced a veritable
meme-explosion within the past several months.
A small group of entrepreneurs launched the explosion in January when members
began creating memes pages for universities across Canada and the United States. After
the group created pages for University of Michigan, Harvard University and Stanford
University to positive responses, the phenomenon spread rapidly through academia and
within a month, countless schools had set up copycat pages for their own community.
Seattle U seems to have followed suit.
Kellie can be contacted at kcox@su-spectator.com
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3. Justbecause you think your memes are funny, doesn’t mean everyone
else does
When making a meme, a desperate desire to show off your comedic prowess might
blind you to the factthat you’re actually not-a funny person. Avoidpoorly executed memes
that will forever haunt your timeline and damage your fragile pride.
To avoid this, meme-makers suggest that your friends checkyour memes before you
post them. This will save you from the embarrassmentof failure and it will save your friend
from embarrassment by association. If there is no friend around to check your meme,
ask someone sitting close by. Although itmight be awkward to ask this ofa stranger, few
things are more awkward than a meme with zero likes.
arts & entertainment
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Men’s basketball crushes Pepperdine Waves
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
The men’s basketball team won its third
game in a row Thursday night against
Pepperdine.
The Redhawks took the lead early against
the Waves and ended the first halfleading by
eight points. The lead switched seven times
throughout the
game, mostlyduring
the second half, but
Seattle University
came out on top





score 20 by the end
of the night.
The Redhawks
made fewer shots in
the second half but
were able to keep
their lead for the last few minutes of the
game with strong defense.
Seattle U guard Sterling Carter made a
three-pointer early in the second half, wid-
ening the Redhawks’s lead to 10 at 46-36
Pepperdine followed
up by scoring 13
consecutive points,
all by the combina-
tion of Moore and
Darby, to take a
49-46 lead five min-
utes into the second
half. Moore made a
lay-up, putting the
Waves ahead by a
single point, 52-53,
but the Redhawks
kept their lead for
the remainder of
the second half and
made a majority of
their free throws after Pepperdine fouled
Seattle U several times.
The Redhawks shot 45 percent from
the field and made 79 percent of their free
Above: Aaron Brous-




game at KeyArena on
Thursday, Feb. 16.
Right: Seattle Universi-




at KeyArena On Thurs-
day, Feb. 16. RedZone
hosted a special “Black-
out” night and cheered




makes a lay-up be-
tween two defenders in
the Redhawks win over
the Pepperdine Waves.
Photos by Kateri Town |
The Spectator
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It’d be nice if we just
came out of the gates
smoking, but that isn’t
how it works sometimes.
Even in the second half
when we didn’t shoot







throws during the game. The Waves made
38 percent of their field goals and 65 per-
cent of their free throws.
“We shot the ball really well in the first
half,” said head coach- Cameron Dollar in
a post-game interview. “Even in the second
half when we didn’t shoot as well, we stayed
with it defensively.”
Cervante Burrell had the most points
for the Redhawks with 19.
He made 11 out of 11 free
throw shots, the most con-
secutive free throws made
by a Redhawk since 2006.
Aaron Broussard scored a
total of 17 points.
The team had a rough
start to the season with
smoking, but that just
isn’t how it works sometimes. But we’ve
gotten better, we’ve kept improving,”
Dollar said.
The players attribute the improvement
to increased confidence.
students who arrived at
the
game and at least a dozen fans arrived
painted in Redhawk colors.
“The RedZone with the Blackout was
really cool,” Dollar said. “As we’re building
several consecutive losses,
but the players seem to be
coming together later in
the season.
came out of the gates
with each other and with
ourselves,” said Aaron
Broussard on the team’s
improved performance.
“We’re just coming to-
gether at the right time.”
The team is still work-
ing on building a fan base
in the KeyArena, but the
team felt some strong
support from RedZone
Thursday night, which
was the club’s “blackout”
night. Black t-shirts were
given to the first 150
“It’d be nice if we just
“We’re more confident
our program, they’re building theirs as well.
It was fun to see them come out.”
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
Seattle U won with a final score of
81-70
su-spectator.com/sports
Pete Fewing returns as men’s soccer coach
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Newly appointed Seattle University men’s soccer coach Pete Fewing tosses a ball
near the bleachers at Championship Field on Friday, Feb. 17. Fewing, who previously
coached the Seattle U from 1988 to 2006, contributes as an analyst for Sounders
telecasts and has a 220-125-26 record at Seattle U.
Redhawks continue streak with win on Northwest
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
Seattle University men’s basket-
ball team has proven yet again that
they have the ability to come back
with a vengeance, beating Northwest
We came out tonight
with a lot of good energy
and obviously had a
really good start.
University 90-58.
Redshirt freshman guard Jarell Flora
led the team with 15 points, closely fol-
lowed by junior forward Chad Rasmussen
with 13 points.




Pete Fewing was selected for the
Seattle University men’s soccer head
this past week, head coach Cameron
Dollar felt the team had a strong come-
back when on their home turf. “I thought
the team felt real good coming back,” said
Dollar. “We came out tonight with a lot of
good energy and obviously a really good
start.”
In order to prepare for the game on
Tuesday, the team made sure to rest up
for what was ahead of them said Dollar.
“Northwest is one of the top 10
teams in NAIA [National Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics] basketball right
now, so we wanted to make sure we came
out prepared and alert, and I thought we
were,” Dollar said.
Sophomore guard Sterling Carter, who
contributed 10 points and five rebounds
in the game, reiterated these statements.
“We all knew what we had to do, and it
was simplysaid that we would come home
and try to win the rest of our home games,
and the rest of our games period,” he said.
“We’ve been getting better the past
couple of games, and we wanted to come
into this one and make sure we kept that
going,” said Rasmussen. “We didn’t want
to come [home] and let down. We wanted
to make sure to keep this home-winning
Lindsey Wasson | TheSpectator
coach position in January after an exten-
sive national search.
Fewing, however, wasn’t new to the
job. He had been Seattle U men’s soccer
head coach for 18 years before he resigned
in 2006.
I feel extremely blessed
to be able to come
back to Seattle U
come back to Seattle U,” said Fewing.
“It’s an honor and I’m humbled to get the
job again.”
Even though Fewing had been head
coach for Seattle U before, he was not a
shoo-in for the position. In fact, he had
to wait two months before learning he
received the job because more than 100
highly-qualified candidates also applied.
“The response about hiring Coach
Fewing has been overwhelmingly positive
both in the Seattle U and greater soccer
communities,” said Shawn Farrell, associ-
ate athletic director.
Farrell said Fewing was chosen because
he has proven he meets the criteria the
university wants in a head coach.
Some of these credentials include prior
experience developing a college program,
understanding the Jesuit mission, valuing
academics, connecting with the commu-
nity along with developing winners and a
championship team on the field.
“Being a coach is a 24-hour, seven-day
a week job and [Seattle U] was looking
for someone that understands that [this
job] is more than a career, it’s a lifestyle,”
Farrell said.
After leaving Seattle U in 2006, Fewing
continued to coach other soccer teams.
During his time away, his coaching jobs
ranged from youth soccer to the Premier
Development League’s Kitsap Pumas, who
won a national championship last year.
streak going, and keep moving forward.”
Coming back into the second half, the
team made sure to not let their 28-point
lead avert them from their goal.
“[After halftime,] we made sure
to stay together as a team and not let
We made sure to stay
together as a team and
not let the lead take
away from the game
the lead take away from the game,”
Rasmussen said.
“We all were focused and we didn’t play
down to our level of competition,” said
Carter.
“Our bench guys did a good job com-
ing in, specifically Gavin Gilmore, Allen






Fewing divided his time between many
other soccer-related projects during his six
years away from Seattle U.
He became the director for America
Scores Seattle, an after-school program for
third- to fifth-graders that teaches soccer,
poetry and community service in some
of the high-need schools around Seattle.
“I started doing television and radio
broadcasting for the Sounders when they
came in 2009,” Fewing said. “I also had a
radio show on ESPN Seattle on Saturday
mornings for 35 weeks a year.”
He even built and developed a soccer
field with his wife Patty on 13 acres of
land in North Bend.
With his newest venture as head
coach for Seattle U’s men’s soccer team,
Fewing sees the potential for success the
team holds.
“Before I got here, it seemed like play-
ers had already made the decision they
were going to work harder because [win-
ning two games last season] is not who
this team is,” Fewing said.
Fewing will continue working on team’s
unity and style ofplay during winter con-
ditioning so the team will be organized
and disciplined when the season arrives.
The response about hiring
Coach Fewing has been
overwhelmingly positive
But no matter what next season holds,
Fewing wants his team to see that the
skills soccer have taught them can transfer
to the rest of their lives.
“My goal is that when the guys gradu-
ate, I want them to know that they can
achieve some great things because they
have done that on the soccer field and in
the classroom here,” he said.
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
Tate and T.J. Diop,” Dollar said. “They
[all] did a really good job, and I was really
pleased with their effort.”
Redshirt junior forward Gilmore
scored six points and brought down five
rebounds, while junior forward Diop
contributed seven points. Tate had an
exceptional game, with six points, three
rebounds, four assists and six steals
within his almost half an hour worth of
playing time.
As for the last few games of this year’s
season, the team hopes to continue down
the path of success.
“We need to work on things and get
better at [them] to try to be better at the
next game. [We want to continue] to win
the rest of our games, and get better as we
go on,” Carter said. “And we all want to
send our seniors out with a bang.”
“We [want to] continue to play well,
and I think we’ve done a good job [thus
far],” Dollar said.
The team’s next game is at Fresno State
tomorrow evening at 7 p.m. and can be
viewed on ESPN Seattle.
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First he said Obama’s hostility to faith in America has
set us on a path towards a French revolution, err, or
something. Then he compared a blase attitude toward
the tyrannical forces of the Obama administration to
the complacency of Europeans during the rise of Hitler.
Later he said he did not mean to compare Obama to
Hitler, but regardless, the man is an atrocious historian
and a despicable statesman for making the comparison.
One would hope that candidate and historian Newt
Gingrich might weigh in at this point and steer his fellow
candidates away from untenable and wildly hyperbolic
historical comparisons, but he’s been busy defending his
personal history.
Meanwhile, Italian newspapers are busy explicitly com-
paring Angela Merkel to Hitler, while some Greek papers
have run pictures of Angela Merkel in a Nazi uniform
on the front page.
We should be profoundly grateful that the Western
world has not seen a politician or tyrant as evil as Hitler
since, well, Hitler. It is unspeakably shameful for poli-
ticians and newspapers to invoke his name as a weapon
against earnest politicians. This is a new low for political
discourse, and we didn’t think that was possible.
Mitt Romney may win the who’s-the-most-electable
debate, with Gingrich’s personal history and Santorum’s
historical inaccuracy’s he well on his way to a default
victory. We won’t get in to Ron Paul,
What all these accusers all have in common is a com-
plete inability to articulate any coherent, well-grounded
policy or much less to take responsibility for providing
practical solutions to national problems.
This emphasis on hyperbolic, divisive rhetoric distracts
from the real issues at hand and discourages political
compromise and collaboration that is so essential in these
volatile times. Politicians need to end the name calling
and start working for the tax dollars we pay them.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Kelton Sears, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, J. Adrian Munger and Sy Bean. Signed
commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. "The-views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of
Seattle University.
Catholics need to embrace progressive
protest, shun anachronistic views
To the Editor
Religion is anamazing human paradox as many adherents manipulate it to
demand uniformityand conformity in thinking. Instead, rather than becoming
offended, I imploreSeattle Us Catholiccommunity to shun cynicism, have faith,
and realize that the provision of medical services to all is a “pro-life” position, it
will save and create life rather than destroy it. The faith is a human institution
from divine origins, but still a human institution that will change and adapt to
the new realities of the human condition.
The foundations ofCatholic teachings existedlongbefore any effective means
ofbirth control existed, leaving women at the absolute mercy of man and fate.
Modern economic development theory generally advocates that the fate of the
world rests on the shoulders ofwomen in poor and developing nations. How
will those women improve their lives and gain an education without access to
birth control? How can the Church convince women that they are guilty ofa
opinion
Rick Santorum is on a roll
Carbon neutrality a
good start to progress
Greenenergy is a brilliant concept. We live on aplanet rich with
renewable resources and have a font of scientific knowledge, both
elements that could allow us to power our technological and me-
chanical dreams without harming our home. We only have one
planet to live on, andany effort to preserve it for our descendants and
the descendants ofour bio-neighbors is admirable. Recendy, Seatde
U announced that it is now carbon neutral, in large part due to the
purchase ofcarbon offsets. While the effort is indeed admirable, it
must be noted that carbon offset programs are not always perfect,
but any effort in the right direction is worthy ofapplause — not
criticism. Theproblems we face globally are large. We must cease to
be passive commentors and be active, environmentally responsible
consumers. One carbon offset program highlighted in the article
on carbon neutrality featured today is the “Poop to Power,” which
involves converting manure into usable energy in an effort to curb
methane emissions. In reality, cow manure really has little impact on
overall methane emissions. In fact, the majority ofmethane emis-
sions perpetrated by cows are the result of belching and flatulence
necessary for their complex digestive systems to function.
The problem isn’t that the cows are defecating too much; rather,
we just have too many cows. Here is where we step in as consum-
ers. Instead ofbeing destructive and bashing the efforts ofthe dairy
(which is still having a positive impact, however small), we need to
be productive and change our own habits ifwe want to inspire any
widespread change in theworld around us. As Americans, the most
effective votes we can cast are votes from our wallets. Refraining
from over-consumption ofcow-related products will go a longway
toward curbing the effect cow methane has on our environment.
The Spectator might even go so far as to suggest that a company
like Bon Appetit which expresses so much concern for the environ-
ment might consider a “meat/dairy-free Monday.” Much the same,
be more aware of excess packaging & number of new items you
purchase and the harmful effects that these can have on the planet
as well.
The most we can ask ofourselves andeach other is to bemindful
consumers and energy users. Once we all get to this positive place,
global health will be just around the comer.
mortal sin bymakingachoice to manage their own God-given bodily functions?
These questions lie on thecollectiveconscious of the Churchhierarchy. Again,
they have the right to maintain their position. Yet, the church must duallyrespect
the legal authority of the United States government. Seattle U doesn’t have to
perform same-sex marriages but it does have the moral obligation to at least
council or refer those associated with the Seattle U community to clergy who
will conduct such ceremonies. Otherwise, are LGBT students or women using
birth control really welcome on campus or just their money?
Therefore,I challenge the Seattle U Jesuits to embrace their 500 year tradition
of progressive protest and buck the status quo of the church. They challenge
every students beliefs regardless of their background. Why can’t we push back






Brown doesn’t deserve public redemption
Ben Watts
Debate Team Columnist
In 2009, Chris Brown was found guilty of assaulting his girlfriend
Rihanna. The media response at the time was profoundly disappoint-
ing, and mostly neutral towards both parties. The popular narrative
among many of his fans was that Brown himself was a victim. This
has bled out into the public consciousness — the Boston Public
Health Commission found that close to 50 percent of the people
they surveyed about the incident felt that Rihanna was responsible.
Chris Brown sang at the Grammys this year. “We’re glad to have
him back,” said executive producer Ken Ehrlich. “I think people
deserve a second chance, you know. Ifyou’ll note, he has not been
on the Grammys for the past few years and it may have taken us
a while to kind of get over the fact that we were the victim of
what happened.”
Brown has not internalized his actions, nor does he currently
Triangle Club responds to Fr. Sundborg
Dear Father Sundborg,
We, the student members and supporters of the Seattle University
Triangle Club, would like to begin this letter by giving thanks for
all the support LGBTQ students have received over the years. Many
facets of Seattle University, such as faculty and staff, have been ex-
ceptionally supportive of our club, our members and the LGBTQ
community at large. One tangible way to track this support is the
encouragement our club has received for our programs and events
in years past, including our annual Drag Show, a critical affirma-
We are thankful to have access to such
welcoming and empowering environments
These environments can, of course, be greatly
attributed to our school’s Jesuit mission
tion and celebration of LGBTQ students and community. We are
thankful to have access to such welcoming and empowering envi-
ronments. These environments can, of course, be greatly attributed
to our school’s Jesuit mission and the holistic community it values.
This appreciation for Jesuit values, as evidenced through the
support we have experienced in the past, is one of the many rea-
sons why we were disheartened by the Seattle Times article “Gay-
marriage amendment would exclude religious-school chapels,” in
which you were quoted, published on Feb. 7. We hope you will
allow us to explain how we were impacted by this article. We know
that Seattle U is a Catholic university and as such it is expected to
uphold Catholic beliefs and practices. We also understand that it is
a private institution that has the right (along with religious institu-
tions) to choose whom it allows to marry within its chapels. We are
not contesting that fact. Also, we would like to highlight that there
are many varying reactions and opinions to your statement and the
situation of LGBTQ students on this campus as a whole; we are
merely attempting to give a voice to those feeling hurt, particularly
given the LGBTQ community’s already marginalized experience.
The statement released says, “To require us to utilize [the Seattle
U chapels] for this purpose [to perform same-sex marriages] would
violate our identity and commitment as a Catholic university.” We
While performing same-sex marriage
ceremonies may remain heavily contested,
there are many other LGBTQ friendly
practices to consider that would go a long
ways toward ending discrimination
feel this statement implies that the Catholic tradition is unsup-
portive of LGBTQ rights. Seattle U’s interpretation of Catholic
doctrine allows for the silencing of the human rights issues especially
relevant to the student body. We hope this is not the case. We have
enjoyed the education we have received at Seattle U thus far; it is
our own commitment to the Jesuit values of diversity and justice
that leads us to be discomforted. It is in this spirit that we wish to
better understand your intent and the context of this statement.
February 22, 2012
deserve public redemption. In 2011, following an interview that
touched on his assault on Rihanna, Brown went into a rage, smash-
ing a chair through his dressing room window, his screams able
to be heard several rooms away. He left the studio without a shirt
before completing his scheduled performance. Brown’s current hit
is entitled “Look At Me Now.” We invite you to personally consider
the subtext of this song, given his history.
Brown grew up in an environment of domestic violence. This is
sorrowful However, his behavior, and the public’s reaction to his
behavior, is further encouraging attitudes that foster violence against
women and create more broken men like Brown. This is inexcus-
able. We must create a just society in which women are free and
men are not conditioned to act with brutality. There is no excuse
for domestic violence.
The editor may be reached at opinion@su-spectator.com
We want to acknowledge that you are only partially quoted and
that we currently do not know the full context of your statement.
We are also aware that the media is often misleading. However, the
article has sparked pain and frustration amongst many of the stu-
dents here at Seattle U and thus we feel uncomfortable in possibly
ignoring these sentiments. There are also many folks who feel that
your quoted statement went beyond what was needed to be said and
that the diction seems to imply a lack of support for the LGBTQ
community at Seattle U.
This article is not the singular cause of disturbance among
LGBTQ students, but rather a tipping point. We believe the cur-
rent pushback towards the article is reflective and indicative ofother
underlying obstacles faced by the LGBTQ community here at the
university. In other words, the article is hitting an already sensitive
nerve for many. Thus, we would like to use this process as a posi-
tive opportunity to further dialogue about how Seattle U and its
LGBTQ students can work together to advance our shared mission
of creating inclusive, diverse and welcoming spaces.
We seek to come together to serve the needs of LGBTQ students.
While performing same-sex marriage ceremonies may remain heav-
ily contested, there are many other LGBTQ friendly practices to
consider that would go a long ways towards ending discrimination
against LGBTQ communities. Providing multiple gender-neutral
bathrooms and housing options is one way to create safe-spaces and
further include for LGBTQ students. We also seek to expanded
resources for LGBTQ students such as a revival of the Wismer
Center For Gender and Diversity that has historically provided a
safe-space for students. We do not pretend to have all the answers or
Though we are saddened by the impact felt
in our community we are ecstatic towards
this prime oppurtunity to work together
towards a more inclusive campus
that LGBTQ oppression has simple quick and easy solutions. This
is why we seek to engage in a learning process with one another
and why we urge for the climate study known to us as “Committee
to Improve Trans Inclusion” be made public in order to be used as
a critical resource for all in our work towards the well being of this
community. What better way to provide access and resources to
LGBTQ students and the LGBTQ community at large at Seattle
U than to release research that has already identified the needs of
a huge portion of the LGBTQ community? Though we are sad-
dened by the impact felt in our community we are ecstatic towards
this prime opportunity to work together towards a more inclusive
campus.
We thank you immensely for your time in considering the well
being of students, faculty and staff at Seattle U.
This letter has already been sent to Father Sundborg with a large
group of signatories. If you are interested in adding your name to
the letter, email steint@seattleu.edu. The letter will be sent again
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In the Feb. 15 editorial
“Sexism on the court,” it was
stated that the term “Lady
Redhawks” had been used
to describe the women’s
sports teams. Accroding to
Jason Behenna, this term
has never been used in
official Athletics Department
communications and if it
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For a listing of public safety incidents
turn to page 8.
International Fashion Show
last looks
Panel discusses sex and spirituality 3 j New men’s soccer coach 17 <
Above left: Ray Onzuka smiles
as she models traditional wear
from Tahiti at the International
Fashion Show in Campion Ball-
room on Saturday, Feb. 18. The
show featured many Asian and
Pacific Islander fashions, along
with African, Middle Eastern and
a few European countries. Above
right: James George models tra-
ditional Saudi clothing. Left: Kayla
Shull models fashion from Er-
itrea in the Africa group. Below
left: Alex Jansuk dances as he
models Ugandan fashion. Below
Right: Julia Fletcher blows the
audience a kiss as she models
Brazilian fashion.
Photos by Lindsey Wasson | The
Spectator
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